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The hyperboloid is part of a group of structures that have 
ruled or warped surfaces. These surfaces have double 
curvature and yet can be constructed from straight 
structural members. 

The simplicity of their construction has led to their 
employment in numerous engineering and architectural 
applications.2

Hyperboloid designs offer architectural flexibility which is 
advantageous for vital infrastructure, such as oil rigs or 
cooling towers, enabling them to meet heavy 
environmental load demands. 

The use of intersecting metal rods, where each rod shares a 
nearly equal load, was a groundbreaking advancement. In 
case of failure of individual elements, these structures show 
the greatest potential for continued safe operation and 
survivability of the entire system.3 

The geometric characteristics of the hyperboloid have been 
investigated in-depth within existing literature.4 CCell has 
contributed to this research by modelling the forces and 
displacements experienced by hyperboloid reef structures.

Displacement in a hyperboloid reef due to 
vertical (left) and horizontal (right) forces.
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CCell's extended research explores the use of 
hyperboloid structures in breakwater reefs, drawing 
inspiration from nearshore boiler reefs or microatolls. 

These natural ‘boiler’ formations, most notably observed 
in Bermuda's holocene algal cup reefs, exhibit hyperbolic 
shapes with 1-2 meter diameters and a partially exposed 
surface during low tides.5 

Similar to CCell reefs, these microatolls are fortified 
through the settlement of biogenic materials, and are 
typically home to vermetids and coralline algae.

‘Boiler’ and microatoll reefs 

Boiler reefs in Bermuda. Photo by: Roy Burch 
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